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OTTAWA - A University of Toronto professor says there hil
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• ■CafSheer press of numbers, says Professor John T. McLeod 

in the current issue of Saturday Night magazine, > M 
students to complain that "our massive organizations of higher 

disappointed them, cheated them, even ignored m.■:

learning have
^“Numbers for instance dominate the whole process of autumn 
registeration, and the youngster wonuers whether he is in a
nlacs ioi learning, or a nightmare out of Kafka.

It isn't lor.'i says Professor McLeod, before the freshman 
has begun to appreciate the meaning of the fashionable tern.
“alu nation, the feeling of helplessness in the mesh of the un
feeling organization, of isolation from human contact.

“It will be only a short time before he can recite his beefs,
the quality of lectures is often unimpressive, the professor Don Cameron photo
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versity professors simply do not have the time or the resources 
to handle the growing numbers of students.

quality of education to be debased, and - here s the real rub - 
CaUTherlhisSnot emuch0theiru3trated student can do except drop

out, or succumb to the feeling of helplessness, or protest. OTTAWA (CUP) - Expo '67 accommodation is at a premium,
It should surprise no one, Professor McLeod says, it stu- ^ wUh this in mind( the Canadian Union of Students is taking 

dents do become increasingly clamourous in their demands tor tQ alleviate the problem,
a better deal. ________ ________________ ■ ■■ - 1 —
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different plans, ranging from 
$18 to $78.50 are available.

The cheapest plan includes 
accommodation and breakfast. 
The others provide for Expo 
passes, tours and a meal in a 
French Canadian restaurant. 
The $78 baby includes four 
nights in New York City._____

CUSArranges Expo 
Accomodations). i
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This week CUS officials 
igned a contract with College 

Française in Montreal to pro- 
vide inexpensive Expo accom
modation for students.

The 600-bed college is cent
rally located, only a

from the new subway
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which will go directly to the 
Expo site.

Young persons between the 
f 15 and 30 are eligible

%
ages o
to sign up for four nights ac
commodation in Montreal. F our
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For Mod men
They’re cool-PLAYBOYS Mod slip-ons. Crafted in deep- 

glowing black Living Leather, (stays newer looking five bines 
longer than ordinary leather) these Carnaby slip-ons are for the 

who’s with it. Styled with the tapered “in” heel, built with 

steel shanks for extra support, comfort.
Why not take a pair of PLAYBOYS Mod slip-ons 

today. Do it for about $14.95
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The Penguin Look Has Paaaed ! 

Formal Wear la Style * Color 
Rentals Available -Tuxedos. 
Dinner Jackets & Accessories
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THE ROYAL STORES
So handy on York Sl

/

PLAYBOYS - HEWETSON
a division of Shoe Corporation of Canada Limited
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